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Llewellyn's 2017 Witches' Datebook --Ã‚Â Ã‚Â 18th Year of Publication! Stay organized and

magically inspired all year long with LlewellynÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s 2017 WitchesÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ Datebook.

Featuring beautiful illustrations from award-winning artist Kathleen Edwards, a variety of ways to

celebrate the Wheel of the Year, and powerful wisdom from practicing Witches, this indispensible,

on-the-go tool will make your days more magical. Find fresh ways to celebrate the sacred seasons

and enhance your practice with inspiring sabbat musings by Thuri Calafia, tasty sabbat recipes by

Monica Crosson, magic stones by Ember Grant, and Anglo-Saxon traditions by Alaric Albertsson.

Also included are articles on fascinating topics, including the magic of language by Elizabeth

Barrette, an energetic fence spell by Ellen Dugan, amulet pouches by Charlie Rainbow Wolf, and

smile meditation by Robin Ivy Payton.  At-a-glance guide to the best days to plant and harvest

Wiccan holidays, sabbat musings, and tasty seasonal recipes for celebrating the Wheel of the Year

Daily planetary and color correspondences to empower your magical work Moon lore and esbat

rituals, plus Moon phases for successful spellcasting  Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â 

Calendar: 144 pages

Publisher: Llewellyn Publications; Egmt Pag S edition (July 8, 2016)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 0738737674
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Average Customer Review:     4.8 out of 5 stars       222 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #31,694 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #2 inÃ‚Â Books > Calendars >

Music   #5 inÃ‚Â Books > Calendars > Movies   #52 inÃ‚Â Books > Religion & Spirituality > New

Age & Spirituality > Wicca, Witchcraft & Paganism > Witchcraft

Llewellyn Publications has grown and expanded into new areas of personal growth and

transformation since it began as the Portland School of Astrology in 1901. Along with the strong line

of astrology books the company was founded upon, Llewellyn publishes books on everything from

alternative health and healing, Wicca and Paganism, to metaphysics and the paranormal-and since

1994 has published a growing list of Spanish-language titles.  Llewellyn has long been know as one



of America's leading publishers of New Age books, producing a wide variety of valuable tools for

transformation of the mind, body and spirit. Reach for the Moon-and discover that self-help and

spiritual growth is what Llewellyn is all about.

I was given the 2016 version as a gift and l really loved it. i wanted next years so i purchased this

one for myself. This version is just as good, it looks like it has more information on stones than

recipes this time which I appreciate because I collect stones and many of the recipes were not

useful to me due to dietary constraints.The plastic spiral binding isn't the best in the world but at

least its not wire that catches on everything. Eventually one end broke off but it was easily

manageable and the thing really took a lot of abuse in my bag before that happened.There is no

monthly calendar spread. The days are not lined and they are set up with one week between two

pages. Monday through Friday is on the left and on the right there is a picture or a passage (on an

upcoming holiday/event/moon or a stone/ritual/recipe) with Saturday and Sunday below it. some

days have random little tips about incenses, stones, other materials, i've even seen some about the

moon and gods/goddesses. there are symbols that mark whether its a planting day or harvesting

day, it also gives daily information on the moon phases, sun signs, color of the day, etc.You can see

an example of the weekly spreads if you click "look Inside" on the photo of the cover and go towards

the end of the preview.

The pages are heavy, almost cardstock, so they hold up under a pen. The information inside is

beautifully laid-out in an easy to refer-to style. The writing flows beautifully without being too

evasive. The spiral notebook style (my favorite feature) makes looking at a date easier than the

delicious recipes inside!

I get this every year because they kept my suggestion of including the Astro Crossquarter for

Imbolc, Beltane, Lammas and Samhain where the calendar stopped.I will purchase every year until

Llewellyn hopefully comes out with it to sync with one's calendar app.

I usually get wall calendars, but opted for the datebook version this year, and I am already in love

with it! The format makes it easy to keep track of mundane chores such as paying bills and keeping

appointments and deadlines in-mind, as well as to document spiritual rites and rituals. Peppered

throughout the datebook are illustrations, short essays, planetary and magickal correspondences,

and little hints, tips, and tricks. These little vignettes serve as a daily reminder of spirit which I



appreciate and enjoy. One note is to keep abreast of the moon phases in this calendar, as the dates

for the Dark Moon (represented as the New Moon in this datebook) are not accurate - the rest of the

lunar phases (full, first, and last quarters) represented in the datebook are correct as listed.

Although I am not wiccan, (Norse Pagan if you will)This is a cool little book! I just wish I had known

about it at the start of the year! It has cool little articles and recipes! Plus it helps me keep track of

the moon! It's a really neat little thing.

This is the most helpful day planner I have ever had! Cute, compact, and comprehensive, it helps

me be mindful of my spirituality while also managing to stay more organized. Even though it seems

that everyone prefers to use digital organization via their cellphones or tablets these days, there's

something uniquely beneficial in likewise tracking items committed to paper via pen. In addition to

offering day spaces with enough room to jot down appointments, notes, or other little reminders,

each week is interspersed with phases of the moon, power colors, items of astrological importance,

and articles from both well-known and not so established pagans regarding their spirituality. Some

of the articles reference the Wheel of the Year; some are just great recipes. There is a strong

emphasis on learning through out, so suffice it to say, I'll be buying this planner for the rest of my

life.

I have been using this datebook since the late 90's. It is by far my favorite, spiral bound with lots of

space to write on each day. It also lets me know what's going on with the moon and planets as well

as alerting me to holidays I may not be familiar with. There is also folklore and recipes and beautiful

illustrations, too.

This is such a neat little Wiccan/astrological book! Does NOT MEAN YOU ARE A WITCH by buying

it! There is a whole date book in here by month, moon phases, astrological signs and even

planting/harvesting schedule with the passing days! Cute sayings and little prayers/(they call spells

or chants) this book can be precieved in MANY WAYS by how you read it. I like positive energies

and am into stones and astrological signs, there's no WITCHCRAFT like you would think... I believe

it to be of Wiccan which is embracing nature, not evil! Just a handy day planner even has 2018

calander in it!!!
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